
 

 

1. The members of the committee were….………. the results of the study 

and asked for further research.  

a. convinced about                                        b. contributed in          

c. skeptical about                                           d. unaware of 

2- Health experts recommend all people to consume more vegetables and 

do mild exercise since these help …….......…. the risk of developing many 

diseases. 

a. eliminate                                               b. deteriorate                     

c. accumulate                                           d. augment 

3- In spite of substantial advances in medical technology, there are some 

physical and mental problems which …….......…. people’s lives.  

a. sustain                                                    b. flourish                             

c. reveal                                                      d. threaten      

4- Due to their ……..…......., children are usually not allowed to go to 

places where there are any risks of infection.  

a. inadequacy                                             b. reliability 

c. vulnerability                                           d. adaptability   

5- The doctor warned the woman that her problem was …….......…. her 

work; so she was advised to change her job.  

a. attributable to                                           b. independent of  

c. irrelevant to                                               d. applicable to 



 

 

6- Abnormal vision and hearing can lead to …….......…. awareness and 

interaction with the environment and other people.  

a. replenished                                                    b. vanished                                     . 

c. diminished                                                      d. banished 

7- Some genes …….......…. the development of immune cells without 

which the immunity system malfunctions.     

a. compete with                                                 b. interfere with                                      

c. compensate for                                              d. account for 

8- If there is …….......…. of some types of cells in the body, these will grow 

and reproduce rapidly until appropriate numbers of them are available 

a. variability                                                        b. insufficiency  

c. feasibility                                                        d. accuracy 

9- Once a blood clot starts to develop, it extends into the surrounding 
blood, i. e. the clot …….......…. a vicious circle to promote more clotting.  
a. inhibits                                                            b. appreciates 
c. terminates                                                      d. initiates 

10- Those parts of the mind which are tired can be rested and …….......…. 

by using other parts.  

a. retarded                                                           b. deteriorated                                      

c. strengthened                                                   d. cured 

 



 

 

11- Physicians prescribed antibiotics for the patient to…….......…. the 

infection.  

a. contain                                                  b. retain 

c. detain                                                    d. maintain 

12- The most significant and common factors …….......…. academic growth 

result from the lack of adequate secondary school preparation in the 

basic skills of language.  

a. enhancing                                            b. hindering 

c. confounding                                        d. promoting    

13- Give your students assignments which …….......…. them to study 

beyond their textbooks and class notes.  

a. compensate                                        b. warn 

c. extend                                                  d. require 

14- Fitness makes things fun and …….......…. boredom.  
a. avoids                                                  b. promotes 

c. encounters                                         d. complicates 

15- The physical examination of the patient includes the measurement of 
vital signs and …….......…. of each body system that may be involved in the 
illness or injury 
a. possession                                           b. assessment 

c. compliment                                         d. enhancement                                                    


